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OVERVIEW
With this filing, Otter Tail Power (OTP) submitted its proposed Energy Efficiency Plan
(EEP) for years 2017 through 2019. The purpose of this memorandum is to provide
Staff’s analysis of the proposed 2017‐19 EEP and support for Staff’s recommendation.
Ultimately, Staff recommends the Commission approve OTP’s 2017‐19 EEP subject to
certain modifications as described below.
Analysis
Budget
Otter Tail proposes to increase its total EEP budget for 2017 through 2019 to $449,000.
This is an overall increase of $96,000, or 27 percent, from the current EEP budget of
$353,000. The budget increase is mainly directed to the residential lighting and
commercial lighting programs, as shown in Table 1.

Staff has no concerns regarding Otter Tail’s proposed budget for the 2017‐19 EEP. Staff
supports the funding of all cost effective energy efficiency programs. Moreover, Table 2
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demonstrates that the proposed budget increase will be mainly directed to incentives
while reducing the administrative and implementation costs of the EEP.

2017‐19 Benefit/Cost Tests
Staff reviews energy efficiency programs for cost effectiveness using the Total Resource
Cost Test (TRC). Table 3 provides Otter Tail’s forecasted TRC scores for the 2017‐19 EEP.
Staff believes the TRC scores are inflated since Otter Tail used a discount factor of 2.28
percent in its models. Staff recommends the models use a discount factor of the utility’s
weighted average cost of capital (WACC), or 8.5 percent in Otter Tail’s case. Staff
calculated the TRC scores using an 8.5 percent discount factor and determined that all
programs, except for the Commercial Custom Efficiency program, were still greater than
1.0 (i.e. benefits exceeded costs).

After discussing with Otter Tail, the company agreed to use the WACC in future TRC test
calculations. Otter Tail also identified that individual projects in the Commercial Custom
Efficiency program will be evaluated with the WACC as a discount factor. Since Custom
Efficiency projects are individually reviewed for cost effectiveness and Otter Tail agreed
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to using the WACC as the discount factor during project review, it is Staff’s opinion that
the Commercial Custom Efficiency program will be cost effective upon implementation.
2017‐19 Program Changes
Otter Tail’s 2017‐19 EEP is consistent with previous plans approved by the Commission1.
However, the company does propose a new lighting pilot project to be included in the
residential lighting program and to increase geothermal heat pump (GHP) and air source
heat pumps (ASHP).
LED Light Bulbs for Students
For the proposed lighting pilot project, Otter Tail plans to hand out 4 LED light bulbs to
each student that participates in its energy conservation education programs. The
education program is not new (and is part of the Advertising and Education program);
however, giving out LED light bulbs during the education seminars is new. Also, Otter
Tail identifies that not all students that attend the education programs will live in Otter
Tail’s service territory. Otter Tail requests that all energy savings associated with the
LED light bulbs be captured in its EEP, regardless of the utility company that serves the
students family. Staff believes there are four options for this pilot lighting program:
1) Approve the pilot lighting program as requested: that is, hand out LED bulbs to
students and Otter Tail claims all energy savings;
2) Approve the pilot lighting program, however adjust the energy savings captured
in the plan based on an estimated number of students that reside in Otter Tail’s
service territory: that is, hand out LED bulbs to students and Otter Tail claims
partial energy savings;
3) Approve the pilot lighting program, however move the cost of the LED bulbs to
the Advertising and Education program: that is, hand out LED bulbs and Otter
Tail claims no energy savings; or
4) Deny the pilot lighting program.
Staff’s recommendation is to adopt option number 2, where Otter Tail hands out LED
bulbs to students and then adjusts the claimed energy savings based on an estimate of
how many students receive light bulbs that live in the company’s service territory. Staff
believes this option allows for Otter Tail to reach consumers with LED lighting
technologies to drive adoption of the technology while at the same time only claiming
electric system benefits that other Otter Tail customers would receive. Staff reviewed
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See Otter Tail’s response to Staff DR 1-3 that identifies EEP rebates offered.
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the Residential Lighting program for cost effectiveness with adjusted energy savings and
believes the program will still be cost effective.
Air Source Heat Pump and Geothermal Heat Pump Rebates
Otter Tail proposes to increase both the ASHP and GHP rebates. Air Source Heat Pump
rebates will increase to $250/ton from $160/ton and GHP rebates will increase to
$500/ton from $350/ton. Otter Tail provides support for the rebate increases in
response to Staff’s data requests 2‐7. Due to declining participation in the programs, it
is Staff’s opinion that the rebate increases are reasonable in order to drive program
participation. Moreover, the programs remain cost effective with the higher rebates.
2017‐19 EEP Financial Incentive
Otter Tail proposes to continue the fixed percentage incentive set at 30% of actual
expenses, with a cap set at 30% of the approved budget. The cap for the 2017‐19 EEP
would be $134,700 per program year. Staff has no concerns regarding the fixed
percentage incentive proposed by Otter Tail.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Commission approve Otter Tail’s proposed Energy Efficiency
Plan for 2017‐19, subject to the following conditions:
1) Otter Tail shall use an 8.5 percent discount factor when calculating the Total
Resource Cost test;
2) Otter Tail shall estimate the number of students receiving LED light bulbs that
reside within Otter Tail’s service territory and only claim energy savings for those
students;
3) The fixed percentage incentive shall be calculated as 30 percent of actual
expenses, with a cap set at 30 percent of the approved budget; and
4) Actual spending shall not exceed 10 percent above the approved budget, unless
approved by the Commission.
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